‘Success is where preparation and opportunity meet ’

GRANDPARENTS DAY - The blessing

The roots like grandparents hold the family firmly. DWPS firmly believes that progress with
values, ascent with firm roots of family bonding and academic excellence with compassion are
the essential ingredients for the holistic development of a child. With an aim to honour the
respectful and adorable grandparents, a cultural fest was hosted for two days by the Pre
Primary Department. The spectacular two days fest witnessed the children's performance by
their parents and their grandparents.
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MINI OLYMPIC - FUN GAMES

Sports not only build better athletes but better people….
To get in on the spirit of the games, Delhi World Public School hosted a Mini Olympics in
the Primary wing to embody the Olympic creed. Mini Olympics is a recreational team
building
program designed to foster teamwork, friendship, respect, excellence and healthy
competition in a fun and participatory environment.
The event was addressed by Respected Principal Ma’am, Vice Principal Ma’am and
Coordinator Ma’am and they spoke about the importance of Olympic and games. The
overall objective of the Olympics is to develop both their skills and knowledge of different
sports.
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GOONJ - An initiative towards serving humanity

Putting forward your positive energy connects you back to basic human values which we
all share. Good Deeds Day shows that no matter the size of the gesture, a smile that
brightens someone else’s day or volunteering in your community, we can all take active
part in making a difference. Keeping this thought in mind, the school has launched a
pioneering initiative called COMMUNITY CONNECT to inculcate the basic values of
humanity like compassion, empathy, support, respect, sharing, selflessness and many
more among the students.
As a part of this initiative the school is organizing a JOY OF GIVING CAMPAIGN- A
Collection Drive in the school from to in collaboration with
GOONJ- an NGO working to alleviate poverty and enhance the dignity of the poor. In the
process a session was conducted on Empathy Building by Goonj team- Miss Shreya Dutta
and Miss Myng on 13th September 2019 in the multipurpose hall.
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SPECTACULAR SUCCESS !
BUDDING ARTISTS
A Poster Making Competition was organised by Delhi
World Foundation in the month of August for Grades VII
to IX to cater 4 C’s of 21st Century Education – Creativity,
Critical Thinking, Collaboration, and Communication.
Akrish, student of Class IX-B and Aditi Baghel, student of
Class VIII-A brought laurels to the institution by securing
Third Positions and Rakshit, student of Class- VII was
awarded Certificate of Appreciation for incorporating
creativity

MELODIOUS MUSICIANS CREATE MAGIC
National Group Singing Competition was organized at
ABES Institute of Technology by Bharat Vikas
Parishad on 1st September 2019. Our budding
musicians mesmerized and enthralled the gathering
with their musical talent and secured the Third
Position.

A PROUD MOMENT…..
DWPS Noida Extension participated in the '
Teacher's Innovative Teaching Aids Competition
conducted by CBSE at the Regional Level.It is
indeed a matter of pride that three teachers-Ms
Shilpi Jain ,Ms Nidhi Gupta and Ms Archana
Yedurkar brought laurels to the school to have been
selected to participate at the National Level
Competition.
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TETE- A –TETE
An interactive platform for enriched learning

Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers, motivated
students and enthusiastic parents to encompass, generate and enrich the learning
experience provided. Such is the essence of the ‘Tete- A -Tete’ program being
conducted by Delhi World Public School, Noida Extension to enable teachers
organize an interactive session with their students’ families to know them better
for 360-degree development of their personality. The major highlight of the
program is to focus the importance and need of collaborative teamwork by the
parents as well as teachers due to the constantly evolving social scenario. The
session has inspired the parents to directly get involved, and the teachers to further
keep in constant touch with the parents to enhance and improve students’
performance in their preparation towards becoming productive members of
society.
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YELLOW DAY

We feel mellow when we see yellow. There is no beauty without colours hence the rainbows of
Nursery D, of DWPS, celebrated 'Yellow Day" as a part of their morning assembly. The assembly
aimed at reinforcing the different colours in nature. The children and the teachers were all welldressed in yellow attire. The dance performance by the sunflowers stole the heart of everyone.
Children dressed in yellow like corn, bee, lsunshine, turmeric, mango and banana walked in a ramp.
The vibrant yellow created golden ambience which added more flavour to the day.

Mission Swachh Bharat-- Rhythm

for happiness

Bend a tree while it's young', true to this old saying, we at DWPS, tried to lay a strong foundation in our Pre
Primary Department by inculcating etiquette training and nurturing the kids to become well-groomed ones.
Cleanliness is always given a first priority as it is well said, 'A healthy mind resides in a healthy body.The Swachh
Bharat ‘Pakhwada’ was observed through an an array of activities in order to achieve healthy India. The teachers
and the little ones kept this mission rolling by engaging themselves in creating awareness among the little minds
through Personal Hygiene workshops. conducting health surveys, Brushing teeth demonstration, etc. The happy
feet also took up an initiative. 'Cleanliness Drive' by collecting the litter in and out the classrooms and discarded
them in dustbins.
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A GLANCE AT OUR ASSEMBLIES…
WORLD OZONE DAY-‘protect Ozone layer , save life’

awareness -traffic rules and signals

awareness-Wildlife conservation

Cleanliness
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TEACHER’S CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME
“How to have a happy mind set and a happy classroom”
Workshop by Sagar Ratna
To enhance professional and personal skills and to revolutionize the medium of knowledge
and delivery so that there is ever more respect for the guru and for the learning, workshops
are regularly conducted in DWPS Noida Extension .

‘How to make an effective lesson plan ”

Workshop by Delhi World Foundation
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TEACHER’S CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME

Workshop for German teachers of North India organised ny Max Mueller Bhavan

Ms Nisha Sharma and Mr. Uttam attended Master Teachers Training Programe
organised by SAE India , AWIM and Skimmer Challenge .

CBSE in association with INTEL organized a three days “Training Programme on Artificial

Intelligence” from 9th September, 2019 to 11th September, 2019 at Shiksha Sadan, New Delhi.
Ms. Sheetal Saigal and Ms. Deepika Aggarwal of Computer Science Department attended the
workshop.
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SPARKS OF IMAGINATION

CREATIVE CORNER
Diwali
Diwali is the festival of lights
The beautiful crackers catch my sight
On this day everyone forgets their fight
And come together to see the
brightness of night
All those delicious sweets
We enjoy the sumptuous feast
All around is the merriment treat
The relatives are sending WhatsApp
tweets
The rejoiceful day when Lord Rama
returned
To celebrate this auspicious day, the
crackers are burned
By Ravan’s death, the lesson we learned
but about pollution no one is concerned
Anar Is in the shape of cone
Round Chakri goes best when left alone
To burst crackers, we are prone
Please celebrate Diwali with family and
not on the phone
I wonder why those sparkling lights are
coming to an end ?
And the message that ‘Right always
Win’ Lord Ram sends !

Composed byMuskaan Sethi
IX-B

Swachhata Pakhwada
Cleanliness
Cleanliness is the best way
to prevent many diseases
and illness. We should keep
our surroundings neat and
clean always. Cleanliness is
the act of keeping our
body, mind, dress, home,
surroundings and other
work area neat and tidy.
It is rightly said that
cleanliness is next to
Godliness. Cleanliness of
the body is very important
for our physical and mental
help. We shall bring
cleanliness to our habits to
avoid diseases causing germs
and bacteria, various
infections. Keeping one
self-clean is the best
practice and habit.

Composed byAashna Sharma
3 D
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‘A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a love of learning...’

TEACHERS’ DAY CELEBRATION
Come September and the school machinery gets galvanized for another round of activities heralded by this
special month. The first in this series was the Teachers’ Day Celebration, for the preparation of which the
students geared up whole-heartedly. This great day was celebrated on 5th September 2019 with lot of
enthusiasm by all the students from classes III to XI to honour and thank their teachers for their contribution
to society as well as imparting knowledge, guiding and shaping the young minds. Children made beautiful
cards and presented a mesmerizing cultural programme that included thematic poems, melodious songs and
foot tapping dances to show their immense love and affection for their lovely and adorable teachers.

Team School Scoop:
▪ Ms Ekta Dhawan
▪ Ms Deepika Agarwal
▪ Ms Sumathi Krishnan
▪ Ms Meena Upreti
▪ Mr Nitin Rana

A sneak peek ( for the month of
august’19) :
▪ Gandhi Jayanti
▪ Laghu Natika
▪ English Poetry Competition

